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O N  THE R E C O M B I N A T I O N  IN THE Q U A S I - N E U T R A L  BASE OF 
P O L Y S I L I C O N  EMITTER T R A N S I S T O R S  W I T H  INTERFACIAL OXIDES 

(Received 26 February 1991; in revised form 23 April 1991) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The current gain of polysilicon emitter transistors can be 
dramatically increased by introducing an interracial oxide 
between the polysilicon and monosilicon parts of the emit- 
mr. Although the physical mechanism is not fully under- 
stood, this oxide suppresses the injection from the base into 
the emitter for both npn and pnp devices[I,2]. 

Ashburn et al. reported that the base current in npn 
polysilicon emitter bipolar devices with a deliberately grown 
interracial oxide is suppressed to such an extent that electron 
recombination in the quasi-neutral base becomes an import- 
ant base current component[3]. We have detected base 
recombination indeed. The strong dependence of the base 
current on the collector-base voltage reported, however, 
may be due to impact ionization in the collector-base 
depletion region. 

2. DEVICE FABRICATION 

The npn and pnp transistors used in this study were 
fabricated on separate wafers. The collector was formed by 
means of high-energy ion implantation. The implantation 
species for the npn transistors was P with an energy of 
1.5 MeV to a dose of 1 x 10 t3 or 2 x |013 cm-2. For the pnp 
device, B was used with an energy of 1 MeV to a dose of 
3 x 1013 cm -2. The interfacial oxide was made by immersing 
the wafers in hot 60% nitric acid for 10 min. Subsequently, 
a 300 nm thick undoped polysilicon layer was deposited. 
The polysilicon was implanted after deposition with arsenic 
(100keV, 4 x  10lScm -2) or B (40keV, 2.5 x 10lScm-2). 

3. RESULTS 

In Fig. I, the Gummei plot of the npn device with the 
higher collector dose is shown for three different collec- 
tor-base voltages, 0, 3.75 and 4.25 V. The emitter area of 
this device is 4 x (25 x 25) #m 2. The common-emitter cur- 
rent gain is about 2000 at moderate V~ (0.6-0.7 V). Corre- 
sponding devices without a deliberately grown interracial 
oxide had typical current gains of about 70. Thus the 
interfacial oxide strongly reduces the base current. The 
collector current is ideal over 7 decades. It varies only a little 
bit with increasing collector-base voltage Veb. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that minor extension of the collector-base 
depletion region into the base occurs for higher Veb. The 
base current, however, is a strong function of V~. The base 
current at a Veu of 3.75 V is considerably lower than that at 
a zero-biased collector-base. At V~b ---- 4.25 V, the base cur- 
rent even temporarily changes its sign. This is attributed to 
impact ionization in the collector-base space charge re- 
gion[4-6]. At Veb ffi 4.25 V, the carrier generation in the 
collector-baze depletion region caused by impact ionization 
can be so heavy that the direction of the base current is 
oppmite. On the other hand, its contribution to the collector 
current is small. 

The field-dependent electron ionization rate may be 
written as[6,7]: 

~.(x) = ~ exp - E - ~  ' 

where E(x) is the local electrical field, a ° is the avalanche 
coefficient and E c the critical electrical field. In simulations 
presented later on, the following values for a ° and E c are 
used: ~,° ffi 7.0 x 10Scm -1 and E¢-- 1.2 x 106Vcm -x. 

The extra collector current generated through impact 
ionization is: 

f; I s ffi Ic~n(x ) dx,  (2) 

where a and b are the boundaries of the collector-base 
depletion region. In the area of interest, Ic is much larger 
than 1 B. Therefore, Ic is assumed to be constant and I, can 
be written approximately as: 

b E IB=:'of expl-- l . 
do L ~ tx ) j  

From equation (3) an exponential dependence of I B on the 
collector-base voltage Feb may be predicted. The ~pac t  of  

on the collector current is of minor importance, but it can 
t the base current. The importauce of I B with respect to 

the base current can be expressed by the following equation: 

A b ~p = ~ (4) 
• ib o ' 

where Ibo is the base current at the zero-biased collec- 
tor-base junction. When the collector-base voltage is 
increased, the depletion layer will further extend into the 
base and the quasi-neutral base width will decrease. There- 
fore the recombination of electrons in the quasi-ueutral base 
becomes less with increasing V~b. The deviation of the base 
current, due to a reduced base recombination, is described 
by: 

I ~ -  Ib(V~b) 
Ab .~ (5) 

/b0 
The total deviation of the base current at a certain V~ 
follows from the summation of equations (4) and (5). It can 
be written as: 

,%.~, I"° - Ib(V~b) +IS (6) 

Simulations were carried out to investigate the components 
Ab ~.p, Ab.,~ and Ab.~. Since our device simulator does not 
account for any inteffacial oxide, the polysilicon interface 
was modelled by means of an effective recombination 
velocity $~ of 1 X 103 cm -I . This value corresponds very 
well with typical values reported elzewhere[S]. The electron 
recombination in the quasi-neutral base depends on the 
electron fifetime. In the doping region of interest, the 
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Fig. 1. A Gummel plot of the npn device with the higher collector dose. The eollector current hardly varies 
with increasing V~b. On the other hand, the base current is a strong function of Vcb due to impact ionization 

in the collector-base depletion region. 

electron lifetime is mainly determined by SRH-recombina- 
tion and can be written as: 

1 1 I I 
- -  = - -  + - -  = - -  + CSR H N ^  ( 7 )  
T n "C O TSR H To 

In our simulations % and Cstm are 1 #s  and 1 x 10 -II era3 
s -I , respectively. 

For the npn transistor with the higher collector concen- 
tration, the simulation results of Ab.~p, Ab.,~ and Ab. ~ are 
plotted in Fig. 2. Agreement between the simulated and 
measured values is good. At low Vcb, the base current 
deviation can be attributed to a reduced electron recombina- 
tion in the quasi-neutral base. The simulations point out 
that 20% of the base current originates from electron 
recombination in the quasi-neutral base. At V~b higher than 
2V, the impact ionization gives rise to a pronounced 
increase of the base current deviation. It can b e  observed 
from the figure that the impact ionization exhibits an 
exponential behaviour indeed. 

In Fig. 3, the relative base current deviation is illustrated 
including the other npn and pnp devices. The decrease of the 
base current, caused by impact ionization in the collec- 
tor-base depletion region, is already significant at low Veb 
for the npn devices. Lowering the collector concentration at 
the collector-base junction, by means of a reduction of the 

P implantation dose, results in lower ionization rates at a 
given V~. For Vcb voltages less than 2 V, the base current 
of the npn devices varies only little with an increasing V~. 
As stated earlier, this is due to electron recombination in the 
quasi-neutral base. Compared to the decrease of the base 
current, as reported by Ashburn et al.[3], the reduction due 
to base recombination is small in our devices. However, the 
modulation of the quasi-neutral base region for our devices 
is minimal. 

The pnp device does not exhibit impact ionization, be- 
cause the ionization rate of holes is about three orders of 
magnitude lower than that of electrons at a fixed electrical 
field[7]. As a consequence, the base current of pnp devices 
is only affected by impact ionization at much higher I V~bl. 
The small decrease of the base current, found for the pnp 
device, is caused by a reduced hole recombination in the 
quasi-neutral base region. 
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The importance of recombination in the quasi-neutral 
base has been measured on npn and pnp polysilicon emitter 
transistors with a deliberately grown interfacial oxide. In the 
case of pnp devices, minor deviation of the base current 
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Fig. 2. The simulated and measured base current deviatipn 
as a function of the collector-base voltage for the ~lm'device 
with the high collector dose, The triangles represent the 

measured data 
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Fig.. 3. The measured base current deviation as a function 
of the absolute collector-base voltage for the npn trandstor 
with the high collector dose (A), the low collector dose ( 0 )  

and the pnp transistor (0 ) .  
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could be detected. Two rcSions can be distinguished for the 
npn devices: In the first reSion (low V,), a small deviation 
of the base curmnt is caused by reduced electron rawmbina- 
tion in the quasi-neutral base. In the second region (hi&r 
V,), an exponential dcpcndencc is found, which is due to 
impact ionization in the collector-base depletion reSion. It 
can be concluded that a deliberately 8rown interfacial oxide 
considerably suppresses the base current. As a result, carrier 
recombination in the quasi-neutral barn may become im- 
portant. Simulations reveal that 20% of the base current can 
arise from base recombination. The inlhrence of impact 
ionization in the collector-base space charge region, how- 
ever, becomes important at lower reverse collector-base 
bias. 
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